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7Part 
One
8The Binswanger Glass 
Company + Factory site from 
the corner of West Leigh 
Street and Roseneath Road. 
Its modern style has made it a 
focal point piece nestled into 
the Scott’s Addition landscape.
9The Richmond Maker Museum is a platform for 
a museum setting that offers an insider look at 
the paradox of past achievements and future   
possibilities in the maker culture. It functions as 
more than just a box; it aspires to give makers an 
opportunity to share their skills, to take risks, to 
engage the public, and to play an integral role in 
growing their culture in Richmond. The museum 
design will explore a strong symbiotic relationship 
with its contents, the resident makers, their 
processes, and with the Scott’s Addition community.
Museums offer a great platform to fulfill multiple 
roles for the communities they embrace. The 
macro-community of Richmond and the micro-
community of Scott’s Addition have become 
rich centers for makers of all ages. Maker culture 
revolves around the tightly interwoven network of 
craftsmen ranging from woodworkers to metal-
workers, glass blowers to masons, and potters 
to textile designers. Maker culture is a recent 
phenomenon that grew out of the increasing 
interest in advancing historic maker techniques and 
technologies with modern technologies such as laser 
cutting and three-dimensional printing. The social 
and educational aspect of the makers has turned it 
into an inspirational culture and has revitalized the 
appreciation of craftsmanship and its processes.
The goal of this thesis is to explore an expanded 
educational setting for visitors and to give makers 
an active role in the education of visitors about their 
specific craft. By incorporating active maker studios 
into the fabric of museum exhibition space, visitors 
could now have the opportunity to inquire about the 
processes involved in making the pieces they see on 
exhibit. This unique experience is not found on this 
large of a scale in Richmond. It takes the concept of 
guest artist lecture series featured at local museums 
such as the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts to a new 
level of daily integration into the lives of the makers.1 
Visitors would have the opportunity to watch makers 
develop new methods and experience with new 
techniques firsthand. This experience should play a 
crucial role in the design of the interior environment. 
Relationships between the visitor and other visitors, 
the visitor with the exhibits, and the visitor with 
the makers will be critical interactions requiring 
integration of circulation and design philosophies 
into the space.2 To evolve and remain relevant into 
the future, the museum must transition from a place 
where visitors frequent occasionally to a place that is 
an integral part to the community it serves.
The development of this design and program 
incorporates a balance of research on modern 
museum culture and circulation, interviews of 
Richmond Makers, observations of the site, and case 
study research of inspirational projects. The writings 
of S. Bitgood provide a thorough look at museums 
from the view point of the visitor and how the interior 
environment can effect a visitor both mentally and 
physically.3 His research acted as a personal catalyst 
into the investigation of circulation. Circulation is 
both a horizontal and vertical experience that is 
achieved physically and through visual cues.4
Makers embody a thriving subculture of Richmond. 
Their needs in terms of a public forum for 
collaboration as well as the specific needs of the 
diverse skill sets of the makers is investigated through 
a series of interviews. These interviews and hands 
on experiences give insight to the requirements that 
need to be established as resources for the makers’ 
studios. Involvement in large scale events such 
as Richmond’s annual Makerfest provides further 
understanding of what the maker culture means to 
the community. 
Through a series of case studies, specific projects 
have been investigated to further understand 
similar programs, well-executed museum interiors, 
circulation techniques, and innovation design 
features. Both the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota and the Yale University Art Gallery in New 
Haven, Connecticut have undergone renovations 
to introduce expansive educational, collaborative 
spaces, artist studios, cafes, and theaters. The 
continued evolution and innovation in museum 
design makes it a very inspirational setting for the 
future of interior environments.
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Design is discovery; it is a constantly evolving journey that 
never finds an end. The journey of discovery is a constant 
revolving door of passion, process + creation. 
Passion can incite inspiration. Passion in design allows        
one to break the boundary between what one believes       
one is capable of and finding one’s true potential. By     
getting lost in the world around oneself, one can discover 
beauty in simplicity and differences can be the catalyst for 
great discoveries.
Process would not amount to great designs without discovery. 
The lessons learned through process are what make the end 
product so much more rewarding. The design process inspires 
purpose, place, and endless possibilities.
Through the creation of design, one discovers space. Within 
space remember the world as not only here and now, but also 
the world remembered. Design creates a dialogue between 
oneself and society, a personal discovery of truth in our 
dynamic and complex world. 
Manifesto
12
Karl Friedrich Schinkel 
designed the Altes Museum in 
Berlin. The Altes is considered 
one of the first public buildings 
designed specifically to 
function as a museum space.
13
Evolution 
of the 
Museum
14
The Rotunda at the              
Altes Museum in Berlin.
15
Museums have become much more than just 
buildings containing objects. Museums are vehicles 
for exhibition, research, and preservation of 
significant pieces of history, but they also aim to be 
a bold statement of pride, embodying the goals 
and aspirations of the communities they call home. 
Museums originated in the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries, many developing from well-
established private collectors looking to display their 
collections. Public record of museums as a distinct 
building type did not emerge until the publishing 
of Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand’s Précis des Lecons 
d’Architecture Donnees a l’Ecole Polytechnique 
in 1805.5 Durand set specific design standards for 
museums with emphasis on utilitarianism, program 
and functionality.6 Karl Friedrich Schinkel designed 
the Altes Museum in Berlin based on Durand’s 
writing. This represented the first public museum 
where the design played a significant role in the 
museum being a place for both exhibits to be housed 
and the public to be educated. It established itself 
as a great civic improvement and quickly wove the 
museum as we know it today into society.7 
A historical struggle within museum interior design 
is the balance of intent and visions between the 
policy makers, the curators, and the designers. This 
relationship is crucial to having a successful end 
product. From the view point of the designer, design 
must support the narrative set by the curator. In 
the late 1980s a movement to rescale the museum 
exhibits began to emerge. The concept was to break 
down large narrative structures to a level which 
enabled the visitor to establish a more personal 
connection with the display. However, another layer 
of the visitor’s prior knowledge of the content before 
entering the exhibit affects the visitor’s involvement 
as well.8 Designing an exhibit that evokes interest on 
an emotional, physical, intellectual and associational 
level is a great challenge. 
Interactivity is an effective approach to create a two-
way dialogue between the museum and the visitor. 
This approach fulfills the desire to educate visitors. 
Providing the opportunity for visitors to have an 
active role in the storyline, they produce personalized 
meaningful experiences. In terms of design this 
translates into more concentrated display themes that 
establish identities within the overarching theme of 
the museum. Although a unifying structure between 
all galleries is important, physically separating themes 
and having unique design philosophies within each 
space helps visitors orient themselves.9 To reduce 
the amount of confusion and fatigue, designers have 
the ability to create structure and hierarchy to assist 
in circulation, focus visitors towards exhibits of their 
specific interests, and give the visitor control over 
the level of information they absorb. This can be 
achieved through the use of transitional structures, 
semi-permanent elements that transform in scale 
and become the rational framework to allow the 
individuality of each exhibit to develop.10 
Circulation has been a critical aspect of museum 
design from its founding. The visitor’s path largely 
determines the experience. Paths of discovery 
through interwoven galleries with multiple narrative 
options contrasts with the idea of circulation tracks 
or loops that are highly choreographed allowing 
very little choice. Interestingly, the concepts of 
public museums and department stores emerged 
at the same time, both addressing circulation and 
product/artifact display in a similar manner.11 In 
2005 Bitgood broke down museum circulation into 
three layers; conceptual orientation, wayfinding, and 
visitor circulation. Conceptual orientation refers to 
architectural elements and arrangement of facilities 
as conscious gestures of understanding layout. This 
relates into societal standards of what a visitor would 
expect to see and where. Way finding describes 
topographical cues for visitor orientation, such as 
maps and directional signage. The designer has the 
opportunity to embrace interior opportunities in key 
areas such as entrances and narrative pathways for 
these cues. This leads directly into circulation and 
the rhythm that can be set for a visitor to experience 
exhibit spaces as relationships of what they have 
experienced and where they anticipate to propel 
forward through the exhibit.12
Museums in the twenty-first century still continue 
to be cultural hubs and opportunities for urban 
revitalization, the “cathedrals” of our time.13 They 
are designed to make a statement, offering limitless 
opportunities for designers to pursuit experimental 
and unconventional designs. Museums are about 
education, enlightenment, stories, culture, and 
excitement. They are evolving to becoming social 
gathering spaces, many incorporating stores, dining, 
and theaters. The design is no longer a sterile 
backdrop. It is an equally important component to 
incite intrigue for the visitors.
Museum 
Design
16
Outdoor maker exhibit stalls  
at RVAMakerfest, hosted 
at  the Science Museum of 
Virginia in 2014. 
17
Richmond 
Maker 
Culture
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Richmond
Makers
Maker culture revolves around the tightly interwoven 
network of craftsmen ranging from woodworkers to metal-
workers, glass blowers to masons, and potters to textile 
designers. Maker culture is a recent phenomenon that grew 
out of the increasing interest in advancing historic maker 
techniques and technologies with modern technologies 
such as laser cutting and three-dimensional printing. The 
social and learning aspect of the makers has turned it into 
an inspirational culture revitalizing the appreciation of 
handmade craftsmanship and its process. 
Richmond has proven to be a great home for many makers. 
The RVA Maker Guild is an extension of Maker Guilds 
International. They promote themselves as an age-neutral 
and gender-neutral guild focused on cultivating the maker 
mindset of creativity, critical thinking, flexible thinking, 
embracing failure, and collaboration.14 The guild is open to 
children and adults, anyone who is looking to master the 
tools and materials of tinkering, making, and innovating. In 
2014, they hosted the first Maker Camp for children, hosted 
by Hack RVA.  Hack RVA is a maker space located in Scott’s 
Addition at 1600 Roseneath Road. They are very focused 
on the opportunities for advanced technologies such as 3D 
printing and AutoCAD in the maker culture.15
RVA Makers founded by Phoenix Handcraft, a metal, 
mosaics, and wood working studio16, is an organization 
focused on fostering community amongst handmade 
craftsmen in Richmond. Their mission is to showcase the 
multitude of resources Richmond has to offer to makers 
as well as give the great Richmond community the 
opportunity to meet local talent. RVA Makers has really 
brought Richmond maker culture into the spotlight. Every 
month they sponsor visits to local maker studios known 
as the monthly MeetUp. Community members have the 
opportunity to see behind the scenes of some of their 
favorite handmade products. Makers that have been 
featured on the 2013-2014 calendar have included; Hill 
Gallery and Studio (an artist studio and exhibit space17), 
Sam Forrest’s Studio(a woodworking and furniture maker), 
43rd Street Gallery (a pottery studio and shop18), Big Secret 
(a laser cutting studio19), Herr Suite (a mural and graphic 
design studio20), and New Normal Apparel (a community 
based apparel shop21). 
The culminating gem of maker culture in Richmond is the 
RVA Makerfest put on by RVA Makers. In 2014 Makerfest 
was hosted at the Science Museum of Virginia and attracted 
over 4,500 people.22 The event featured about 70 makers 
from all across Richmond. The extreme diversity of what is 
being produced by Richmond makers is astounding. Not 
only is RVA Makerfest an opportunity for the public to get a 
wide sampling of all that is going on in Richmond, but it is 
a platform for makers to premiere new ideas and seek out 
inspirations and collaborations. RVA Makerfest has since 
inspired the creation of RVA Makes, a digital marketplace 
for Richmond Makers to sell their products.
Currently a primary forum for makers to communicate and 
network is the RVA Makers Facebook page.23 This open 
public group has allowed almost 600 members ranging 
from makers to aspiring makers to interested community 
members to connect with one another. As the Richmond 
maker culture continues to grow at a rapid pace, many 
makers are reaching out to each other in search of studio 
spaces, workshops, and marketplaces. This need will only 
continue to grow and although there are small collaborative 
studios like HackRVA in the Richmond area, there is a 
demand for a larger and more dynamic space for the 
Richmond makers to flourish.
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Exhibit stall at 
RVAMakerfest 2014, 
Phoenix Handcraft
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Context
Binswanger Glass Co. + Factory
1501 Roseneath Road
Richmond, Virginia
The Neighborhood,
Its History,
+ the Building
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Scott’s Addition originated as a part of the Mayo family 
plantation. However, the name Scott’s Addition recalls the 
legacy of Major General Winfield Scott. Scott was a decorated 
war hero and served as the United States Army Commander 
in Chief at the start of the Civil War.  Scott acquired the land 
through his marriage to Elizabeth Mayo.24
Bordered by Broad Street, North Boulevard, and the 
railroad, this land became a significant location as a 
hub for transportation. In 1927 Richmond zoned Scott’s 
Addition for industrial development.25 Many downtown 
Richmond businesses sought out land in Scott’s Addition 
for its easy access to street cars, highways, and the railroad. 
The Binswanger Glass Company and Curles Neck Dairy 
were two of the largest businesses to root themselves in                 
Scott’s Addition.
Scott’s Addition still offers many of those same benefits. It is 
conveniently accessible by I-64, I-95, and I-195. It remains a 
bustling neighborhood of both well-established and up-and-
coming businesses. In 2001, Scott’s Addition was designated 
a historic landmark neighborhood, offering Enterprise Zone 
incentives, and currently undergoing numerous revitalization 
projects. Its bordering neighborhoods include the Near West 
End, the Fan, and the Museum District.
The neighborhood itself offers a perfect micro view of 
what Richmond has to offer. It features a great balance of 
local businesses and residential areas. There is currently 
a surge in the renovation of many Scott’s Addition factory 
buildings being converted into luxury apartments. The 
diverse community hosts over 400 businesses ranging from 
restaurants such as, the Dairy Bar, the Moore Street Cafe 
and Lamplighter, to  expansive local business owners and 
craftsmen such as furniture makers, blacksmiths, carpenters, 
etcetera.26
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Looking east down West Moore Street the crane bay door out to Relay Foods
Looking north down Roseneath Road The Dairy Bar sits across from the Binswanger Glass Factory
27
Within a one block radius of the Binswanger Glass 
Company Factory are two thriving local establishments; 
The Dairy Bar and Ardent Craft Ales. Ardent Craft Ales 
opened in June of 2014 and has proven to be a thriving 
hotspot for the Scott’s Addition community. It features a 
brewery, tap room, and beer garden. Ardent has made 
national headlines for resurrecting historic beer recipes27 
and hosts almost weekly events that are sold out on a 
consistent basis. The Dairy Bar has been a Scott’s Addition 
landmark since 1946. In 2010 it was highlighted by Southern 
Living magazine as the best milkshake in Richmond.28 
The Scott’s Addition Business Association has worked to 
put the neighborhood in the spotlight with The Scott’s 
Addition Pumpkin Festival. Now established as an annual 
event, in 2013 the festival brought over 13,000 people to 
the area.29 It aims to spotlight local restaurants, artists, 
musicians and other businesses.
However, it is the vast network of makers that call Scott’s 
Addition home that makes this location such a great 
opportunity for the Richmond Maker Museum. McKinnon 
and Harris calls 1806 Summit Avenue in Scott’s Addition 
home. Founded in 1991, they pride themselves on 
the handcraft details of their aluminum furniture that 
has become internationally known. Proud members of 
the Scott’s Addition historic fabric, they envision their 
workshop as a return to an era when it was still possible 
to have rapport with highly skilled local craftspeople and 
depart from mass production.30 Also in the metalworking 
field, Brass Beds of Virginia has been in Scott’s Addition 
for over 35 years, located at 3210 West Marshall Street. All 
of their products are cast and assembled at their Scott’s 
Addition location. They pride themselves on their hand-
poured castings and artisan applied finishes.31 Harrison 
Higgins, Inc. is a woodworking studio on Altamont Avenue 
that specializes in reproduction fruition. Established in 
1974, the company prides itself on its materials and joinery 
using only historically accurate tools and techniques. Their 
reproductions are showcased at many museums and 
historic properties such as the Frontier Culture Museum 
and Monticello.32 On a more modern end of the spectrum is 
510spaces, a design build studio which has made a home for 
their metal and wood shop in Scott’s Addition as well. Their 
portfolio boosts an array of custom tables, chairs, stairs, 
and many other interior details all made by hand using more 
contemporary technologies such as CNC routing.33 
Ranging across many disciplines and techniques all of 
these makers embrace the benefits that come with being 
part of the Scott’s Addition Neighborhood. The ever 
growing resources for professional networking, space 
expansion, and transportation networks has proven 
Scott’s Addition to be an ideal center for makers to 
flourish. The community aspects of local festivals and 
restaurants can only set the stage for the Richmond Maker 
Museum to become a city destination.
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The Binswanger Glass Company Factory was built in 1946 
symbolizing a turning point in the growth of the Binswanger 
Glass Company. Binswanger Glass was founded in 1872 by 
Samuel Binswanger, a resident of Richmond, Virginia. The 
company withstood the financial hardships of the 1930s 
and flourished in the growing demands brought on by           
World War II.34 
In 1946 Samuel & Millard Binswanger sought out Baskervill 
Architects to design a modern, streamlined building to act as 
an anchor for Scott’s Addition and represent their innovative 
and rapidly growing company. It allowed the Binswanger 
family to fund an offshoot company, Binswanger Mirror, in 
1947. Binswanger’s third offshoot company, Glasscraft, was 
awarded the honor of engraving the names on the Vietnam 
War Memorial in Washington, DC. Although no longer 
housed in the 1501 Roseneath Road factory, Binswanger Glass 
Company continues to thrive today with over 70 locations      
in 14 states.35
In 1983 Handcraft Cleaners purchased the Binswanger Glass 
Factory for $675,000.36 The building was retrofitted to house 
their extensive commercial grade laundering equipment. 
Today 1501 Roseneath Road is for sale for $2,292,000.37 The 
structure has been the focal point for many visionaries looking 
to revitalize the Scott’s Addition Neighborhood. 
History
Binswanger Glass Co. promotional sketch of 
1501 Roseneath Road and employee photograph
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The expansive complex is composed of an office section, a 
glass processing facility and a crane bay. The four-story office 
section gives the building its unique character. It is a concrete 
block building with expansive horizontal windows and sun 
shelves protruding above the second and third stories. The 
sun shelves add a unique curve and depth to the building 
facade, visually bridging the west and south stair wells. The 
sun shelves protect the ribbon of continuous glass from the 
strong southern light. The undivided glass windows showcase 
the work of the Binswanger Glass Company. The building’s 
use of glass block and large unobstructed glass panes make 
it an extremely modern building for its time. The ornamental 
glass block is featured above the expansive office windows 
as well as to the left of the west stairwell, in three soaring 
vertical columns. The fourth story, known as the penthouse, is 
recessed from the facade allowing for rooftop access. 
The crane bay features a massive steel door framed by a 
cantilevered overhang. The interior of the bay is expansive, 
flooded with natural light from the clerestory windows that 
sit atop the framed aisle of columns. Beyond the crane bay 
awaits a sea of concrete columns that support the expansive 
flat roof featuring expansive skylights providing daylight to the 
processing facility and its workers.
The focal point of 1501 Roseneath Road is the strong Art 
Deco Style office section. Its strong lines of horizontal 
windows and sun shelves truncated by soaring vertical 
stairwells make it a very distinctive structure. The building 
structure is primarily concrete, with a concrete column grid of 
20’ x 20’ west of the crane bay and 20’ x  30’ east of the crane 
bay, and CMU walls. The steel framed factory windows give 
the heavy concrete walls a sense of delicacy. With its founding 
as a glass factory, the structure offers expansive opportunities 
to utilize daylight. 
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The strong orthogonal order in both plan and elevation allows 
the site to be a very elegant blank canvas. The size and scale 
of the main factory floor lends itself to many possibilities for 
a modular open floor plan. The crane bay with its soaring 
clerestory and monumental door as the potential to be a truly 
inspirational space.
The materiality of the space roots itself parallel to the 
traditional raw materials used throughout maker culture. The 
simple industrial feel of exposed structure and raw materials 
embodies the celebration of materiality and construction that 
lies in the process of makers. Although the building’s finishes 
have aged greatly with time and wear, it offers the opportunity 
to be returned to its former glory.
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Building 
Documents
Binswanger Glass Co. + Factory
Baskervill + Sons Architects
1946
103,569 sq ft
2.378 acres
M-1 Light Industrial
Construction Type 1-A
36
Factory Level Floorplan
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Offices Level 2
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West Facade
West Elevation
39
South Elevation Photo-Montage
Elevations
South Elevation
40
East Elevation
East Facade Photo-Montage
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North Facade
North Elevation
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7:22am Sunrise
12:09pm Solar Noon
4:56pm Sunset
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1:18pm Solar Noon
7:23pm Sunset
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Sun 
Study
December 21 March 21 June 21
North facing factory section
East facing factory and office section
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Program Iterations + Details
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Museum 
User Profiles
The Visitors are both individuals and groups with limited 
exposure to the processes of makers and the thriving maker 
culture in Richmond. This includes families with children 
looking for educational opportunities and entertainment, 
and student and community tours, led by staff, and geared 
specifically toward education.
The Makers have wide-ranging skills and experience 
levels specializing in woodworking, metalsmithing, and 
glassblowing. This includes local makers who rent studios, 
as well as visiting makers who utilize the machine shop and 
educational area, provide demonstrations, and teach.
The Aspiring Makers are individuals interested in becoming 
involved in the maker culture. They want the face-to-face 
and hands-on experience of meeting with and learning from 
Richmond makers. 
48
The Entrance              
A-3, 1000 sq ft 
Occupancy 50
A cleansing pause 
for visitors to ground 
themselves before 
entering upon the 
journey of discovering 
the processes of          
modern makers.
The Coatroom            
S-1, 300 sq ft   
Occupancy 3
Temporary secure  
storage space for visitors 
to store items. 
The Store                     
M, 1600 sq ft   
Occupancy 30
A market opportunity 
for visitors to have 
face-to-face time with 
craftsman to inquire 
about their goods, 
initiate commissions and 
purchase goods.
The Introduction Gallery   
A-3, 1200 sq ft 
Occupancy 200
Defining the “maker.” 
Fully immersed 
history documentary 
on the history of 
handcrafted skills 
such as woodworking, 
metalworking, and 
textiles from its 
prehistoric roots of 
constructing tools for 
survival through to the 
replacement of humans 
by the machine in the 
industrial era.
The Machinery Gallery       
A-3, 2000 sq ft 
Occupancy 300
Hands on and magnified 
investigation of the 
machine process of 
handcrafted goods 
and the varied levels 
of human interaction        
and control.
The Reflection Space            
A-3, 600 sq ft   
Occupancy 30
A sanctuary for visitors 
+ makers to reflect on 
the process. This space 
will overlook the maker 
stalls to allow visitors 
to have a broad view 
of the intricate process 
before being introduced 
to the graceful language 
modern makers have 
woven linking historic 
handcraft to the machine.
The Process Gallery   
A-3, 3000 sq ft 
Occupancy 400
An interactive and 
constantly evolving 
exhibit space showcasing 
the unification of 
hand-craftsmanship 
and machine crafted 
processes being 
developed by    
Richmond makers.
The Spotlight Gallery 
A-3, 1500 sq ft  
Occupancy 250
A revolving exhibit to 
by changed regularly 
to highlight individual 
makers. Space is flexible 
to be able to adapt to 
most products Richmond 
makers will be producing. 
This space will also serve 
as a small event space for 
guest speakers.
The Director’s Office              
B, 200 sq ft      
Occupancy 4
A private outlook over 
the museum facilities, 
allowing easy access for 
staff and makers.
The Security Room                            
B, 250 sq ft        
Occupancy 2
Office for security staff, 
camera monitors and 
emergency phone lines.
The Staff Room                     
A, 800 sq ft        
Occupancy 16
Resource space for staff 
to regroup, training 
and store personal 
belongings.
The Holding + 
Preparation Area                           
S-1, 1200 sq ft          
Occupancy 4
Repair and prep area for 
exhibit pieces.
The Warehouse          
S-1, 2000 sq ft     
Occupancy 8
Loading dock for 
temporary and  
permanent exhibits.
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Initial 
Program
The Maker Stalls        
F-1, 11,000 sq ft   
Occupancy 84
Rent-able flex spaces for 
makers to set up work 
shops. Stalls will vary 
based on skill they need 
to accommodate: metal 
working, wood working, 
plastics and textiles.
The Communal 
Machinery                   
F-1, 2,200 sq ft   
Occupancy 18
Large format machinery 
for makers to be able 
to used thus saving 
money and consolidating 
resources for small maker 
shops. Machinery to 
include metal shop and 
wood shop containing 
both traditional tools and 
modern machinery.
The Material Bank    
M/S-2, 800 sq ft   
Occupancy 8
Trading post for makers 
to discover the newest 
materials for their craft. 
An opportunity for 
product representatives 
and dealers to get 
their products and 
technologies into the 
hands of the makers.
The Collaboration Area       
A-3, 600 sq ft        
Occupancy 10
Gathering space 
for makers across 
diverse discipline to 
meet, collaborate 
and brainstorm new 
processes and products. 
The Reading Space                   
A-3, 800 sq ft        
Occupancy 10
Transitional space from 
museum to artisan hub 
housing informational 
resources for visitors and 
makers to delve deeper 
into the maker culture.
The Museum    
Education Office                           
B, 300 sq ft       
Occupancy 3
Resource for visitors 
to access staff, make 
inquiries, and contribute 
to the museum.
The Classroom 
+ Storage                         
E, 1100 sq ft      
Occupancy 20
Workshop facility for 
makers to provide hands 
on demonstrations and 
classes about their craft 
and process. Storage for 
supplies used for hands 
on community classes.
The Restrooms           
1000 sq ft
Public and private 
restrooms for visitors, 
staff and makers.
The Richmond Maker Museum
Maximum Occupancy: 1450
Gross Square Footage: 33,750 sq ft
Net Square Footage: 45,225 sq ft
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The Entrance (4800 sq 
ft, A-3) is a cleansing 
pause for visitors to 
ground themselves 
before embarking on the 
journey of discovering 
the processes of 
the modern makers 
of Richmond.
The Coatroom (300 sq ft, 
S-1) is temporary secure  
storage space for visitors 
to store items. 
The Shop (3600 sq ft, 
M) is centrally located 
near the entrance for 
visitors to easily access 
products that are 
available for purchase.
The Staff Offices (1,800 
sq ft, B) provide an 
open concept work 
environment with a 
conference room and 
brainstorming + display 
areas for museum staff.
The Security Room (250 
sq ft, B) acts as an office 
for security staff, holds 
camera monitors and 
emergency phone lines.
The Restrooms (1,800 
sq ft) are both public and 
private for visitors, staff 
and makers.
The Library (1200 sq 
ft, A-3) is a sanctuary 
for visitors and 
makers to reflect on 
the maker process 
and access research 
material. This space 
links the educational 
area to the larger 
public spaces, allowing 
for a quiet intimate 
learning experience. 
The Classroom (4000 
sq ft, E) is home to a 
waiting area and small 
workshop facility for 
makers to provide hands 
on demonstrations 
and classes about their 
craft and process. 
It is accessible from 
both Roseneath Road 
and the Great Hall. 
The Great Hall (5000 
sq ft, A-3) is the first 
glimpse to defining 
“makers.” This space 
displays historic maker 
machinery and acts 
as the focal point for 
many of the captured 
views that highlight the 
museum’s programs. 
The Cafe (2800 sq 
ft, A-2) is an open    
concept providing 
a wide variety of 
gathering and seating 
opportunities. It 
acts as a community 
center for makers and 
visitors to meet.
The Lecture Hall (2800 
sq ft, A-3) is a casual 
auditorium hall for 
guest speakers, awards 
presentations, and 
educational lectures.
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Program
The Process Galleries 
(14,4000 sq ft, F-1+A-3) 
house large-format 
permanent machinery 
for makers to access 
communally, saving 
money and consolidating 
resources for small 
maker shops. Machinery 
will include metal shops, 
glass shops, and wood 
shops containing both 
traditional tools and 
modern machinery.
Public ramps and riser 
seating create an 
interactive experience 
between visitors and 
makers, magnifying 
the investigation of the 
machine and hand-
craftsman processes 
being developed by 
Richmond makers.
The Spotlight Galleries 
(12,600 sq ft, A-3) 
provide space for 
revolving exhibits 
highlighting individual 
makers. The gallery is 
flexible, adapting to most 
pieces Richmond makers 
will be producing.
The Maker Boulevard 
(2400 sq ft) is an open 
market opportunity 
for visitors to have 
face-to-face time with 
makers to observe 
them working, inquire 
about their process, and 
initiate commissions.
The Large + Small 
Maker Stalls (7200 sq 
ft + 4800 sq ft, F-1) are 
rentable flex spaces 
for makers to set up 
private work shops. 
Stalls vary based on the 
equipment and needs 
to be accommodated: 
metal working, wood 
working, plastics, 
concrete, textiles, etc. 
The Maker Lounges 
(2400 sq ft, A-3) serve 
as gathering spaces 
for makers across 
diverse disciplines 
to meet, collaborate 
and brainstorm new 
processes and products. 
The lounges house 
kitchens for makers 
and staff accompanied 
by private bathrooms, 
storage for the newest 
materials for their craft.  
The Holding + 
Preparation Area 
(1200 sq ft, S-1) provides 
repair and preparation 
area for exhibit pieces. It 
is adjacent to the loading 
dock for temporary and 
permanent exhibits 
as well as providing 
extended storage 
for  the makers.
The Richmond Maker Museum
Programmed Square Footage:  78,400 sq ft
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Yale Art Gallery 
Kimbell Art Museum 
American Folk Art Museum
Walker Art Center
Ditchling Museum of Art + Craft
MUDE Fashion + Design Museum
Case 
Studies
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Louis Kahn, 1953
Ennead Architects, 2006 
New Haven, CT
Yale 
University
Art Gallery
56
Section
Plan- Level 1
Plan- Level 2
57
Louis Kahn as lead architect and Douglas Orr as local architect 
received the commission for the Yale University Art Gallery 
in 1951.56 The program was established by gallery director 
John Marshall Phillips for each floor to include exhibition 
space, study space, storage areas, workshops, offices, and 
service and utility functions.57 The finalized program gave the 
building new vision and was re-titled “Design Laboratories 
and Exhibition Space.”58 The project was envisioned as a 
four story loft building. President Griswold set the museum 
design goals; first priority to educational functions, second 
to maximum flexibility for any future changes of use in the 
gallery, and third the creation of as much usable space under 
the university’s budgetary restrictions. The second goal 
became the driving force for Kahn’s design, a gallery that 
was flexible enough in plan to serve other academic uses for 
unspecified amounts of time.59
The exposed structural elements of the gallery spaces 
gave the museum its iconic Kahn feel. The interior has the 
overarching organization of a twenty by forty foot column  
grid. The floors are constructed using a multi planar truss 
system of equilateral triangles with the top filled to provide 
floor surface and the ceiling alternated with inclines triangles.60 
The ceiling construction allowed for lighter construction, 
provided a great sense of space in the lower ceilings of the 
galleries, provided better acoustical properties, and provided 
better opportunities for specific lighting. The power supplies 
for wall plugs were also relocated into the ceiling grid thus 
making the possibilities for gallery wall partitions extremely 
flexible. The staircase is an iconic design element of the Yale 
Art Gallery. Originally conceived as a silo with an interior 
ramp, Kahn changed direction to instead encase a triangular 
stair. The triangle set within the circular plan is an intriguing 
experience for visitors.61 The floors of the galleries are black 
terrazzo and quartered oak is featured in some of the offices 
and public spaces.
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St
ud
io The building was originally organized to house classrooms, studios, and offices on the basement, second, and fourth 
floors. Parts of the basement and the ground floor were 
museum spaces to include the museum workshop, shipping 
and receiving, storage, and offices.62 All the materials except 
the wood floors and exhibition panels were left natural or 
unfinished reflecting Kahn’s goal for honesty and morality      
in architecture.63  
In 2012, Ennead Architects took on a 97,000 sq ft renovation 
project of the Yale Art Gallery and its adjacent buildings.64 
The adjacent buildings included Swartwout Hall built in 
1928 and Street Hall built in 1864.65 A new staircase and 
elevator were installed into Street Hall to unify the circulation 
patterns between the three buildings. This now supports a 
chronological progression of exhibits for visitor circulation.  
The chain of buildings are as diverse in style as the artwork 
they contain. The interiors of all three buildings create 
memorable places for the work by celebrating architectural 
details. A unique detail of the renovation is the down play of 
commerce. Visitors are not immediately met by a shop or a 
cafe. They are met by whatever the current installation of the 
season is, sending a message that this place is about the art 
not about making a profit.66 This is a museum about education 
and to further execute that idea the museum has designated 
some galleries specifically for educational purposes. These 
galleries are still open to the public and have hosted 48 
courses from departments other than art history or art.67 The 
Yale Art Gallery has integrated itself into many aspects of 
the Yale community, continues to grow as new courses are 
developed using its collections, and upholds Kahn’s goal to 
have a flexible multi-use space for the university.
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Learning      
from Kahn
Each of Louis Kahn’s buildings have made an impact on the 
designers of today in some way. The following photographs 
and sketches are studies and observations of the Yale 
University Art Gallery and its companion, the British Art 
Center. These two museum exist just a few feet across the 
street from each other and have much to say about Kahn’s 
work and its relevancy and adaptation in today’s world.
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Louis Kahn
1972
Fort Worth, TX 
Kimbell 
Art 
Museum
Section
Plan
66
N
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Kahn’s use of direct and indirect natural light manipulated 
through the use of monumental materials like concrete creates 
comfortable and efficient interior spaces. The use of simple 
geometries creates clean open spaces that complement 
the artwork within the space and works well to choreograph 
the space. The Kimbell offered Kahn the rare opportunity to 
design a museum around a permanent exhibition with only 
one client and no board to satisfy. The goal was to design a 
museum that felt like home, a small single-story experience 
that allowed the visitor to be relaxed and comfortable.46
At the Kimbell Art Museum direct sunlight penetrates only 
at the west-facing entry lobby. The plan has three bays with 
six barrel vaults. Parts of the vaulted roof were extended 
to protect the interior from direct sunlight. The only other 
opportunity for direct sunlight is at the ends of the vaulted 
bays. The gallery is oriented so the direct daylight never 
reaches the artwork. The entrance is in the center of the plan 
and set back. It leads directly to the galleries, the shop, and 
the library.
Architect, Louis Kahn worked with the lighting consultants 
Richard Kelly and Edison Price to figure out the balance of 
natural and artificial light. The lighting designer specifically 
balanced natural and artificial light so as not to exceed 50 lux 
throughout the entire gallery. The level of 50 lux is considered 
the minimum amount of light to still perceive color and a 
good level of detail on displayed artifacts.47 Highlights reveal 
the nature of surfaces and shadows show form and texture.
The structure has narrow strip skylights with reflectors bringing 
in top-lighting. The skylights are polycarbonate with a UV 
filter. To diffuse the light, pierced aluminum reflectors hang 
below, washing the day light down the concrete vaults.48 The 
Kimbell’s top-lighting system is the first successful attempt 
to adequately light exhibits with natural light, providing a 
connection to the exterior environment while still protecting 
the artwork.
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The layout of the Kimbell is uninterrupted by any columns or 
windows, the optimal balance of natural light allowing total 
flexibility for the space to adjust to the artwork creating the 
ideal display conditions. The troughs beneath the skylights 
allow for consistently reflected skylight and gives the museum 
life due to its constant changing with the seasons.
Kahn’s use of direct and indirect natural light manipulated 
through the use of raw materials concrete, travertine, and 
white oak create clean and honest interior spaces. 
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Williams + Tsien Architects
2001
New York, NY 
American 
Folk Art 
Museum
Section
Plan- Level 6
Plan- Level 3
Level 4
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 3 1/2
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
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The juxtaposition of rich natural materials created extreme 
depth in both the interior and exterior facade of the American 
Folk Art Museum. The building was designed to create a true 
sense of place for the art it holds within its walls. Upon first 
entering the building visitors were greeted by an atrium space 
connecting through to the upper floors. The use of dramatic 
cut throughs in the floor allowed a strong visual connection 
vertically in the space as well as connecting the visitor to 
natural light. The visual cues created by the design of the 
interior allowed for extremely successful visitor circulation 
both in plan and section.
Circulation for the visitor can make or break a museum 
experience. Museums have evolved to become spaces 
to not only store, preserve, and display collections, but 
to create experiences that extend beyond the historical 
museum stereotype. This museum featured a cafe, shop, 
offices, reference library, rare book room, an auditorium, 
and classrooms. With the American Folk Art Museum as 
a cultural center and place for education in mind, the 
architects designed an interior that choreographed a museum 
experience, allowing for opportunities for flexibility between 
spaces throughout the building. By designing three different 
staircases the visitor is allowed to choose their journey 
through the space.
Ascending through the spaces, one recognizes that each 
gallery is flexible in size and sense of intimacy, providing a 
wide array of experiences. The varying scales accommodate 
small detailed pieces as well as large scale installations. In re-
thinking the idea of how visitors experience a gallery, Williams 
+ Tsien Architects designed niches within the architecture 
to integrate art into the public landscape. Typical public 
spaces such as the lobby, stairwells, and hallways now provide 
showcase experiences for highlighted pieces in the collection.
The Museum of Modern Art acquired the American Folk Art 
Museum and has slated it for demolition. The land is going 
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This gallery highlights the 
balance of natural daylighting 
and artificial track lighting. 
Also notice the wall color on 
which the artwork is displayed. 
There is a dramatic change 
in mood between the work 
mounted on navy and the work 
mounted on white.
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to be used as the site for a mixed-use skyscraper project 
designed by French architect Jean Nouvel. The new exhibition 
spaces will be designed by Diller Scofidio + Renfro.43 There 
are plans in place to preserve and put the iconic facade of the 
American Folk Art Museum into storage. The American Folk 
Art Museum was awarded the Arup World Architecture Best 
New Building in the World for 2001, the American Institute 
of Architects National Honor Award in 2003, and the World 
Architecture Magazine Best Building in the World, Best Public/
Cultural Building in the World, and Best North American 
Building in 2002.44 
On April 15, 2014, Tod Williams and Billie Tsien made a public 
statement regarding the demolition.
“While the demolition is deeply painful to all 
of us who helped create it, our distress is of 
secondary importance to the civic, cultural, and 
sustainable issues the debate surrounding the 
building has raised. We remain deeply grateful 
to all who have protested this senseless and 
unnecessary act of destruction.”45
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Herzog + de Meuron
2005
Minneapolis, MN 
Walker 
Art 
Center
Section
Plan
78
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The Walker Art Center is a multi-disciplinary arts institution 
established in 1927 in Minneapolis. The existing structure was 
designed by Edward Larrabee Barnes in 1971. Barnes was 
considered an important museum designer in his time and was 
invited back to design the first Walker Art Center expansion 
in 1984.49 Its strong connection to the city is reflected strongly 
in its most recent expansion.  Plans for its recent expansion 
began in 1999 and were completed in 2005. The center, 
adjacent to the Minneapolis Sculpture Garden, a large urban 
sculpture park, is located in the city center, and its expansion 
was enabled in part by the demolition of the old Guthrie 
Theater.50
Barnes experimented with the idea of the vertical museum 
when designing the Walker Art Center. By using half levels, 
visitors can ascend through the flexible, lofty gallery spaces in 
a fluid manner, much like the pragmatic spiral of Frank Lloyd 
Wright’s Guggenheim Museum.51 The Herzog + de Meuron 
addition reflects and responds back to this brick-clad tower 
with the introduction of a metal-clad tower.
The project added 130,000 sq ft of floor area and doubled 
the gallery space. The Walker Art Center set four mission 
focal points for the new expansion; a place for aesthetic 
contemplation of unique objects, an opportunity for learning, 
a space for social interaction, and a catalyst for introspection.52 
The architecture had to evoke a personalized visitor 
experience therefore establishing a relationship to encourage 
visitors to return. A critical aspect of this relationship is the 
building’s connection to the city. The renovation brought a 
new level of transparency to the site, animating the building 
and connecting it to Minneapolis. The long glazed facade 
of the Hennepin Lobby provides a visual link between both 
the brick and metal towers as well as Hennepin Avenue.53 
This connecting space reoriented the building to now face 
the city. It is constructed using a double facade of steel and 
glass, transparent below and translucent above. Intriguing 
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animations and programs being featured at the center are 
projected onto translucent glass, animating and drawing visual 
interest to the entrance. 
During the expansion the library was retrofitted into an old 
gallery. The main feature of the redesign is a tower block on 
the southeast corner cantilevered east towards the street. It 
houses the new McGuire Theater, seating 385 people and 
providing a multidisciplinary performing arts studio. The 
interior of the theater is clad with a custom stamped aluminum 
metal mesh reflecting the metal tower it is housed within. 
The program also added an 85 seat restaurant and an event 
space with views of the city. The seemingly irregular windows 
that penetrate the tower frame focal points in the city skyline 
beyond the center, primarily local churches.54 This is a very 
intimate detail that many visitors may not consciously realize 
as part of their experience.
An elegant goal of Herzog + de Meuron was to adopt and 
utilize local methods of production and available materials 
for the renovation. This added a deeper link to the city 
and its culture. For example the facade is constructed in 
layers, masking the intricate structure beneath its skin. The 
crumpled aluminum panels were manufactured by M. G. 
McGrath, a sheet metal manufacturing company out of nearby 
Maplewood, Minnesota.55 The metal tower acts like a lantern 
beacon, clad in aluminum panels with irregular apertures. 
Essentially a box, it cantilevers over the outdoor space of the 
ground level.
The Walker Art Center renovation is an example of connecting 
a museum to its community through both its design and 
materiality. Barnes’ original design as well as the Herzog + 
de Meuron expansion embodies having a successful exhibit 
space, an enlightening experience for the visitor, and making 
the Walker Art Center a true destination.
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Museum of 
Art + Craft
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Adam Richards Architects
2013
Ditchling, East Sussex, UK 
Ditchling 
Museum of 
Art + Craft
Section
Plan
84
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The program of the Ditchling Museum parallels many of 
the same ideas for the program of the Maker Museum. The 
museum consists of a series of four galleries, a cart lodge 
that acts as a cafe and entrance, a store, a director’s office, 
museum office, staff room, a reading room, educational office, 
and learning space. It weaves exhibit spaces, public spaces, 
and educational spaces very successfully. The adaptive reuse 
of the historic buildings on site, and the immersion of modern 
architecture and materials with those structures is beautiful. 
Modern finishes were applied with the process and detail of 
the arts and crafts the museum houses in mind. The museum’s 
mission is to exhibit a collection of art and craft objects in the 
context of the geographical place they were made.38
The materiality of the exterior and interior reflects the 
many building styles of Ditchling in a subtle contemporary 
abstraction. Two new structures were built to link the pre-
existing museum buildings. The two new buildings feature 
engineered timber clad in black zinc on a base of black bricks 
and hand-made Keymer tiles.39 The engineered timber was 
used for its ability to provide large unobstructed views and 
speak to the structural nature of the existing buildings.
The visitor first enters the museum through the Cart Lodge. 
The interior celebrates the history of the site through its 
exposed oak beams, flint-and-lime mortar walls and slate 
floor. The idea was to place visitors inside the exhibit by 
leaving the structure numbered as if they are inside a technical 
drawing. This space houses a cafe and shop, creating a central 
gathering and social space for visitors. The furniture in this 
space as well as the rest of the museum is produced by local 
furniture makers.40 The juxtaposition of old and new building 
technologies creates an eloquent inner dialogue.
The gallery spaces are treated as spiritual sanctuaries. The 
chapel-like quality of the spaces encourage the visitor to study 
and embrace the artifacts to a deeper level of appreciation. 
The Introductory room features engineered timber with a 
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white oil finish. The window overlooking the village reiterates 
the dialogue between the museum’s contents and the 
community beyond. The Spotlight Gallery uses the proportion 
of space and subject matter to highlight small details in the 
work displayed. Great detail was paid to the narrative journey 
of visitors throughout the museum using light and views.41
The Print Gallery is designed around the idea of a “sacred 
workshop.”43 The rich history of the machinery used by the 
artisans featured in the museum acts as a culmination. The 
printing press is treated as if it were an altar and its creations, 
sacred artifacts featured in the niches flanking its aisle. It is a 
truly inspiration space.
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Cart-Lodge
Introductory Room
Main Gallery
Print Gallery
Spotlight Gallery
Store
Learning Space
Reading Room
Director’s Office
Museum Office
Service Access
Staff Welfare Area
Staff Room
Learning and 
Communications 
Office
Main Entrance
Link Building
Parlor
Program
Support
Cafe
GalleriesPublic 
Circulation
Educational
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MATERIALS
1. 19mm x 120mm softwood tongue and groove boarding painted 
RAL 7039 (Quartz Grey)
2. Keymer handmade clay tiles to Link Building
3. Light blue fabric to blinds
4. VM ‘Anthra’ Zinc cladding
5. NR Taylor ‘Graphite’ black glazed brick
6. Black slate
7. Ize ‘Budapest’ pull handle 
8. Structural timber panel with white dye and matt varnish
9. Red painted timber to Reading Room chairs
10. Engineered oak floor boards to Main Gallery
11. Polished concrete screed to Introduction room and Link stairs
12. Black vinyl flooring to Hilary Bourne Gallery and Cottage
13. Flint stone
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Materials
1. Softwood painted Quartz Grey
2. Keymer clay tiles (Link Building)
3. Light blue fabric (blinds)
4. VM ‘Anthra’ Zinc cladding
5. NR Taylor ‘Graphite’ black  
glazed brick
6. Black Slate
7. Ize ‘Budapest’ pull handle
8. Timber panel with white dye   
and matte varnish
9. Red painted timber (Reading 
room chairs)
10. Engineered oak floor boards 
(Main Gallery)
11. Polished concrete screed 
(Introduction Room and          
Link stairs)
12. Black vinyl
13. Flint Stone
Analysis of 
the Ditchling
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Key
1. Main Entrance
2. Cart-Lodge
3. Link Building
4. Introductory Room
5. Store
6. Service Access
7. Print Gallery
8. Main Gallery
9. Spotlight Gallery
10. Director’s Office
11. Staff Room
12. Museum Office
13. Parlor
14. Reading Room
15. Learning Space
16. Learning and 
      Communications Office
17. Staff Welfare Area
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2. Cart-lodge timber frame
3. New zinc-clad building
4. Wunderkammer
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Cart Lodge
The listed late 18th century Cart Lodge that has been restored to 
form the new entrance, café & shop is conceived as the museum’s 
‘first exhibit’, and has been opened up internally to allow its 
complex oak roof structure to be visible. The elements of this 
structure are numbered, as if in a technical drawing, placing 
visitors inside the exhibit and, through atmospheric lighting, 
setting the tone for their encounter with craft, place and the 
contemplation of the past in the spaces to come. A glimpse of 
the village church through a newly-glazed high-level doorway 
also introduces the recurring themes of faith and community. 
The building was disused and in poor condition, with an earth 
floor. To restore it the roof was taken off and a plywood box 
placed over the timber frame to stabilise the structure. New 
insulation and cladding had to be installed in such a way that 
the external appearance of the building remained unchanged. A 
‘limecrete’ slab was installed to maintain the breathability of the 
floor, laid with slate with the aim of reflecting light in a similar 
way to John Piper’s photograph. The entrance is protected by 
one of a pair of ‘portals’ that evoke opened barn doors. Fit-out 
elements are constructed from off-cuts of the engineered timber 
used in the new buildings: old and new timber technology 
encountered side-by-side.
Edwin Smith, Barn at Great 
Coxwell, Oxon
John Piper, Nave floor, 
Whitchurch, Bucks
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Link Building
Just after the end of the First World War, Eric Gill & his followers 
erected a 15ft high crucifix on a mound overlooking the local 
railway line. Gill’s engraving of it shows a long stair rising up 
the bank for pilgrims to reach an (unbuilt) chapel there. This 
sense of rising to a sacred space informs the design of the Link 
Building, where the stair from the Cart Lodge at the level of 
the village green follows the slope of the bank up to the main 
museum buildings. 
The stair & lift are enclosed within a small new engineered-
timber building draped with a mantle of hand-made tiles, and 
sitting on a base of black-glazed bricks. The exterior tiles lift 
to reveal a slot window registering the upper ground level. 
Visitors have a sense of rising from the dark earth of the brick 
zone against the datum of the slot window to the light-washed 
upper gallery floor. As they climb the stair, they have an oblique 
view of the building-like display case in the Introductory Room 
ahead. This large object faces a space that is initially out of sight 
– suggesting a bigger order of scale in the spaces to come.
Note: on leaving the galleries at the end of a visit, an east-facing 
dormer window in the Link Building (based on those in the 
Guild’s chapel on Ditchling Common) is positioned to offer a 
view of the west door of the village church – a last reminder of 
the museum’s themes.
Eric Gill, Spoil bank crucifix
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Introductory Room
After climbing the stair visitors arrive in the main new building. 
Treated with a white oil finish, the engineered timber is left 
exposed, revealing its structural role. Much of this building 
is taken up with a new state-of-the-art Collection Store, ‘art-
route’ & WCs, but visitors find themselves poised between a 
large display case and a 4 metre high window overlooking the 
village green & pond. Reflecting both the history of museums 
in general and the story of Ditchling Museum, the display in 
this first gallery takes the form of a Wunderkammer, or ‘cabinet 
of curiosities’, acting as an introduction to the collection, the 
village and its history. Facing across the Introductory Room to 
the large window, this display sets the theme of the complex 
poetic dialogue between the contents of the museum and the 
context of the village, and places visitors within that relationship.
The form of the Wunderkammer is based on the ‘negative’ of the 
old main museum galleries (something like a Rachel Whiteread 
cast), with shelves of engineered timber carrying the objects. 
It sits on a granolithic screed floor that allows light to bounce 
around the space, in contrast to the main galleries to come. The 
silvery theme of the materials in this space is completed on the 
side opposite the stair, where the engineered timber peels back 
like a proscenium arch to reveal the flint outer walls of the old 
school building, which have been given a light lime wash. An 
existing doorway here has been widened to create the entrance 
to the main galleries.
Paul Nash, Harbour & Room
17th Century cabinet of 
curiosities
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Main Gallery
Fr m  Introductory Room, v sitors are drawn towards 
works by Eric Gill within large, specially designed cases which 
dominate the centre of the main galleries. The matchboard-lined 
character of these former classrooms has been retained, whilst 
introducing high levels of environmental control. Adam Richards 
Architects was responsible for the exhibition design, and worked 
closely with museum director Hilary Williams on the placing of 
the objects. New displays use the stories of different makers to 
gradually build up a picture of the individuals and their work. 
Beckoned by a Madonna & Child painted by David Jones, visitors 
go on to a defined space that explores the themes of craft, faith 
and politics which pre-occupied the members of the Guild of 
St Joseph & St Dominic. Key objects from their religious life 
are displayed on a large screen, based on a section cut through 
the Guild’s chapel. Behind this screen is a day-lit space showing 
silversmithing, giving a view to the churchyard outside: another 
reminder of the context of continuity and community within 
which they worked, and containing headstones carved by Gill 
& others.
Visitors circulate around an ‘axis of making’ that runs through 
the centre of the Main Gallery, past displays related to painting 
and weaving, and on into the Print Gallery. ARA designed the 
display cases, which were manufactured by Click Netherfield. 
Floors were strengthened and covered with new solid oak boards, 
walls & ceilings were stripped back before being insulated and 
re-lined with ply and matchboarding to conceal services.
The Guild Chapel, 
Ditchling Common
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Reading Room
The Reading Room in the old school’s headmaster’s ouse 
takes advantage of an unusable upper storey above. The 
intermediate floor was removed to make a double height 
space with an upper level window. Intimate dark-painted 
matchboarding at the lower level gives way to a bright, white 
upper level with pendant lights. Solid oak bookshelves and 
a dedicated display case surround a simple table and chairs 
inspired by the library at Kettle’s Yard. A view out to the 
horizon of headstones in t e cemet ry completes the scene.
Learning Space
A former ‘rabbit-warren’ of rooms within the old school 
building at the north end of the site has been opened up to 
create a bright lofty multi-functional Learning Space, with 
associated offices, kitchenette and WCs. New full-length glazed 
double doors open onto an outside space overlooking the 
village pond.
“The learning space, opening out onto the garden, 
is an object lesson in how to create a room used by 
children in a way that is both practical and elegant”
Penny Ritchie Calder, Museums Journal, November 2013
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Print Gallery
A key theme in thinking about the design of this gallery was the 
idea of the ‘sacred workshop’. The printing and dissemination 
of books and pamphlets on social and religious themes was a 
vital part of the lives of many of the artists and craftspeople in 
Ditchling. The culmination of the museum is therefore a gallery 
to house the Stanhope Press and associated printed works on 
paper. Used to disseminate the ideas of Gill & his followers, this 
still-working printing press is placed altar-like at the end of a 
bright, white, chapel-like space, preceded by niches displaying 
works-on-paper. Angled walls to newly-created windows scoop 
in light behind the press.
Workshop groups will be able to use the press – gathering 
around it like officiating priests, animating the museum, and 
providing an echo of the lives of the artists and craftspeople who 
made this village unique. New windows in this gallery give a 
final view from the press to the South Downs on the horizon, 
invoking the unity of landscape, craft & ritual that so inspired 
those who came to Ditchling.
Joseph Cribb’s workshop, 
formerly Eric Gill’s workshop
The monastry of Hosios 
Lukas, Greece
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Developing 
a Concept
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Collage 
Exercises
A frame defines a boundary.
A frame showcases its subject.
A frame creates a focal point.
A frame choreographs a view.
A frame orients the views.
A frame adds a layer of context.
A frame delineates space.
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Sculptural 
Collage 
Exercises
In design the strategy of framing creates a unique rhythm of 
views that draw the user through space.
The museum, the architectural frame, is the incubator; it 
embraces, showcases, and encourages design, the creative 
process, collaboration exhibition, and social gathering.
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A frame is a boundary broken   
by inspired individuals, 
a view that inspires                 
future generations, 
and structure that provides 
context and enlightenment.
Final Concept 
Framing Process
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The Richmond Maker Museum is a working museum, offering 
an inside look at past achievements, juxtaposed with the 
unlimited future possibilities of an evolving, active maker 
culture. It is more than just a sterile box filled with archival 
material; it is a dynamic place designed to allow makers to 
showcase skills, take risks, engage the public, and grow 
their craft in real time. The museum displays finished pieces, 
introduces resident makers, demonstrates the processes they 
employ in the course of their work, and invites the Richmond 
community to meet the artisans who, through skill, ingenuity, 
and hard work, make the artifacts on display.
What is a 
Museum           
of Process?
Bubble Mapping
Site Massing Model
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Partis 
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Plan 
Iterations
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Program Massing Model
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Lobby
Entry Ramp Sequence
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Lobby Plan Evolution
West Elevation
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Lobby + Shop Section
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Great Hall 
+ Lecture Hall
Lecture Hall Floorplan Iteration
Lecture Hall Perspective Iteration
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Cafe
Cafe Perspective Iteration 1
Cafe Perspective Iteration 2
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Cafe Booth Section
Cafe Plan Evolution
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Cafe Perspective Iteration 3
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Spotlight 
Galleries
Gallery Perspective Iteration 1Gallery Perspective Iteration 2
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Shop Plan + Section Iteration 3
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Shop Iteration 2
Shop Plan + Section Iteration 1
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Maker Stalls
Maker Stall Perspective Iteration
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Maker Stall Plan Maker Stall Left Elevation
Maker Stall Right Elevation
Maker Stall 
Front Elevation
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Section Looking North
Section Looking West
Section Studies
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Anthra-Zinc Exterior
By VMZinc
Steel Door Handles
By Mercury Handles
Acoustic Drop Ceiling
By MadeInAcoustic
Antique Red Leather
By Eldelman Leather
Reclaimed Barn Timbers
From Wellborn + Wright
Natural Bark Edge
From Wellborn + Wright
Reclaimed Barn Door Wood
From Wellborn + Wright
Wormhole Stained Oak
From Wellborn + Wright
Bleach-weathered Pine
From Wellborn + Wright
Hunter Zinc Patina
By Zahner
Bronze Inlay View Lines
Custom Installation
Rough-sawn Oak
From Wellborn + Wright
Saw Burned Lumber
From Wellborn + Wright
Ruby Glass
By Avonite Surfaces
Clear Tempered Glass
By Bendheim
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Final Finishes 
+ Furnishings
Decode Vessel P 
By Plumen 001
Buster Lights
By Buster + Punch
Custom Reception Desk
By Nurus
Hand-blown Glass
Light Installation
Branch Tables
By 2Modern
Knicker Chairs
By BluDot
Iron Framed Stairs
Custom Installation
Custom Wood + 
Steel Benches
Copenhagen Light
By &TRADITION
Trove Glass Pendant
By Niche Modern
Custom Steel + Bronze Tables 
with Oak Top
By Old Plank Road
Stainless Steel Tables
By Eagle Group
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What is Maker Culture?
Maker culture is a tightly woven network of craftsmen—woodworkers, 
metalworkers, glass blowers, masons, potters, weavers, and more. Maker 
Culture celebrates traditional fabrication techniques, while also introducing 
modern technologies such as laser cutting and three-dimensional printing. 
The social and educational aspects of the maker movement have created a 
revolution, revitalizing public appreciation for the role of the maker and the 
importance of craftsmanship.
Why Richmond?
The City of Richmond—especially the community of Scott’s Addition—
is already a hotbed for makers of all ages. The goal of siting this thesis 
project for the Richmond Maker Museum in Scott’s Addition is to propose 
a place that gives visitors direct access to makers. By incorporating active 
maker studios alongside conventional exhibition space, visitors have the 
opportunity to better understand the processes used to generate the pieces 
they see on exhibit. This type of educational museum experience does not 
currently exist on this scale in Richmond. While other local museums, such 
as the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, invite visiting artists and offer lectures, 
the Richmond Maker Museum takes interaction to a new level, introducing 
visitors to the routines and procedures of each artisan’s daily practice. 
Visitors will have the opportunity to watch makers develop new methods 
and experiment with new techniques firsthand.
Final 
Design
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Final 
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The Richmond 
Maker Museum
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Entry RampEntrance 90° Turn 90° Turn
A Walk Through
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Lobby Shop
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Lecture Hall Machine Shop Exit North
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Section Model
Front Entrance
Section Cut
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With the new entrance directed through the original 
loading dock, visitors are immediately met by the raw 
materials and framed views that propel them throughout 
the museum experience.
Choreographing 
the View
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Front Entrance
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The Lobby
The Lobby is a cleansing pause for visitors 
to ground themselves before embarking on 
the journey of discovering the processes 
of the modern makers of Richmond.
157
Lobby
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The facades of the Lecture Hall and Cafe are 
reminiscent of the mitered corners and dramatic angles 
of traditional Baroque carved frames and anchor the 
ends of the Great Hall.
The Great Hall is the first glimpse to defining “makers.” 
This space displays historic maker machinery and acts 
as the focal point for many of the captured views that 
highlight the museum’s programs. The Lecture Hall 
is a casual auditorium hall for guest speakers, awards 
presentations, and educational lectures. 
Capturing 
Collaboration
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Great Hall + Lecture Hall
160
The Cafe
The Cafe is an open concept providing 
a wide variety of gathering and seating 
opportunities. It acts as a community 
center for makers and visitors to meet.
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Great Hall + Cafe
162
The Spotlight 
Galleries
The Spotlight Galleries provide space for 
revolving exhibits highlighting individual makers. 
The gallery is flexible, adapting to most pieces 
Richmond makers will be producing.
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North Gallery
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Visitors get the rare opportunity to observe makers hard 
at work. By blurring the line between the final product 
traditionally seen in museums and the making process 
traditionally behind hidden doors, visitors experience the 
entire process.
The Process Galleries house large-format permanent 
machinery for makers to access communally, saving money 
and consolidating resources for small maker shops. Machinery 
will include metal shops, glass shops, and wood shops 
containing both traditional tools and modern machinery.
Public ramps and riser seating create an interactive 
experience between visitors and makers, magnifying 
the investigation of the machine and hand-craftsman 
processes being developed by Richmond makers.
Inspiring 
Investigation
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Machine Shop South
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The Large and Small Maker Stalls surround the galleries. 
They are rentable flex spaces for makers to set up private 
work shops. The stalls can be adjusted based on the 
equipment and needs to be accommodated: metal 
working, wood working, plastics, concrete, textiles, etc.
Showcasing    
the Maker
167
Maker Stalls
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Maker Boulevard
Reminiscent of an European piazza, the Maker Boulevard 
surrounds the galleries offering more one-on-one time 
between visitors and makers. The path ebbs and flows, 
pulling visitors into the active but more intimate maker 
spaces. Benches allow visitors to sit and observe while 
revolving storefronts allow makers to open or close their  
stall to control circulation.
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Maker Boulevard
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The Show
May 1-17, 2015
The Depot Gallery
Richmond, VA
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CLASS OF 2015 THESIS EXHIBITION
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The VCU Interior Design Graduate Class of 2015 would like to 
thank everyone who was involved in the making of and support of 
our MFA Thesis Exhibition.
Thank You
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